
SIMPLE STEPS TO CREATE AN EVERYDAY GO TO MAKEUP 

LOOK 

When it comes to applying makeup, who doesn’t want to look flawless wearing it like a pro. Or you’re 

that person who is always in rush whose never on time to an important event or place. Forget about all 

the problems you face while applying a quick makeover. Here are few steps to never skip and tricks how 

to wear your makeup to achieve perfect look that will make every other go wow. 

1. THE HYDRATION OF YOUR SKIN 
Keep your skin hydrated by applying the right amount of moisturizer on your face. If you are the 

one with an oily skin go for a light weight moisturizer and if you’re the one suffering with dry 

skin massage your skin properly with olive oil and leave it to absorb for 5 minutes before 

applying a primer.  

 

2. PREPPING THE SKIN WITH THE RIGHT PRIMER 
When it comes to applying the right primer, you are going to find thousands in store from cheap 

to expensive ones. The right primer will do magic on your face. Pore minimizing primer goes 

best with combination to oily skins while hydrating primer works best on the ones with dry skin 

texture.  

 

3. THE CORRECT WAY TO APPLY FOUNDATION 
For a long-lasting foundation finish that can stay up to more than 6 hours. You need to apply 

fixing spray before applying the foundation on skin. Apply a generous amount of fixing spray 

covering whole face and let it stay for a minute then apply your foundation over it. For a full 

coverage use your fingers to spread the foundation layer on face. If you want a natural look, go 

for a foundation brush or a Kabuki brush for a natural foundation look. Don’t forget to dab it 

with a beauty blender if you do not want your foundation to look too cakey.  

 

4. PINK COLOR IS ANY DAY SAVIOUR 
The hues and shades of pink are the only colors that can safe a girl’s day, in enhancing their 

overall makeup look by giving a more natural look. Find any pink color tint, it would do the best 

job for the eyes and cheeks. Apply pink tint over cheeks and eye lids to make them pop and 

would definitely look cuter on any girl.  

 

5. SHAPING THE BROWS AND EYES 
The best way to sharpen facial features is to enhance the look of their eyebrows. Use a near 

tone color of your hair to fill and shape your brows with it. A perfect thin liner goes best by 

perfectly carved eyebrows. If you are a beginner, use a simple black pencil liner to enhance the 

eyes. A black mascara would do all the magic in making the eyes beautifully prominent.  

 

6. FIXING POWDER FOR A LASTING FINISH 



Keeping the whole look on point, finish the entire look with a fixing powder. Translucent powder 

works best for any skin tone type, whether its warmer or lighter ones. There are other powders 

as well, compacts are there for rescue but will end up giving a heavier look on face. Preferred is 

a loose powder or a matte fixing powder to keep away skin from getting oily. Apply the powder 

with a powder brush and spread evenly over the face.  

 

7. A HIGHLIGHTER FOR THAT LUSTROUS SHINE 
A highlighter does it job in getting those perfecting look each time. If you have a day look, go for 

a golden highlighter and if a night out silver or bronze highlighter goes the best in standing you 

out from the crowd. Go for a liquid highlighter for a flawless application on tip of your nose, 

chin, cheek bones, below the eyebrow cut area. For a more subtle look, a powder-based 

highlighter works best upon all.  

 

The above seven steps are to make sure you have those perfecting go to everyday look that 

effortlessly looks all natural and beautiful at the same time.  


